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Overview

Learn about and get started with your first Content Delivery Network.

 What a CDN is and how it works.

 Where to get one and how much it costs.

 See if your web server is suffering from boredom.

 (If there's time) Create a CDN right here!
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What's a CDN?

CDN = PROXY SERVER + CACHE
 A proxy server is an intermediary between visitors and your server.

 A cache stores things for fast retrieval.

File requests go to the CDN instead of your server.

How can a CDN handle requests for files on your server?

Your server

CDN
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How it works

Simple CDNs wait for visitor requests to get files from your web server.
They get files over port 80/HTTP, then save a copy for later serving.

If the CDN already has the file:

 The CDN immediately serves the file to the requester.

If the CDN does not have the file:

 CDN requests the file from your server

 CDN saves a copy of that file for itself

 CDN serves the file to the requestor.
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Like a reflex

CDNs have a similar function 
as the spine during a reflex 
reaction.

A stimulus is immediately 
responded to.  Signals are 
passed on to the brain later for 
processing.

Brain

Spine

Pain stimulus File request

CDN

Your server
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Web browsers are faster than you think

Spreading out files across different 
domains allows your web browser to 
download them in parallel.

Browsers are typically limited to 6 simultaneous 
downloads per domain.

CDNs can be configured to appear as multiple 
domains or subdomains.

    www.winshuttle.com
www-cdn.winshuttle.com

x6

x6

x6

x6
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You’re boring your server

Your server secretly hates serving your images, CSS, and JS files.
 Single images can be larger in size than the sum of a site’s entire HTML.

 Serving images is boring for your server - no interesting processing to do.

 All that I/O to serve a single file!

Your server is built to process PHP and HTML really quickly.
 PHP can execute much faster in RAM when not constantly interrupted to serve boring media requests.

Let your server do what it wants to do, and let the CDN to do the heavy lifting.
 As the CDN’s cache warms up, the less tedious work your server has to do.
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Let's see it in action
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http://snowfleikun.deviantart.com/art/Dots-world-map-179891314
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http://snowfleikun.deviantart.com/art/Dots-world-map-179891314
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http://snowfleikun.deviantart.com/art/Dots-world-map-179891314
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Where can you get a CDN?
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Meet your new friend

 No contract

 Pay for what you use

 Free for 12 months

 CLI everywhere

 The biggest cloud platform

Gartner says: “AWS is 10x bigger than its next
14 competitors, combined”

No, I don't work for Amazon!
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BEFORE YOU START WITH AWS

 AWS uses regular Amazon.com accounts.

 AWS services are NON-
TRANSFERRABLE between accounts.

 If you create an AWS service in your 
personal Amazon account, it cannot ever 
be transferred to your client.

 You have to delete all services (and the 
data they contain) and rebuild them in the 
new account.

Create a new AWS account for each client.

 Ask your client to create a separate email 
address that all AWS activity will be 
registered under, or create one for them.

 Tie ownership to the organization, not any 
single person (not even the organization’s 
founder!)

 Internal distribution group email 
addresses work best.

 Billing, user management, and service 
deactivation risk isolated at the start.
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Create an AWS account

Sign up at http://aws.amazon.com

New users get 12 months free
 S3 5 GB storage, 20K requests

 CF 50 GB data out, 2M requests

Each account created qualifies for free usage tier.

http://aws.amazon.com/
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AWS has two services for CDN

Simple Storage Service (S3)
(FTP on steroids)

 Bulk file storage

 One server in one location

 Practically infinite capacity

 Access control policies for files & users

 Basic CDN-like capabilities

CloudFront
(True CDN)

 True CDN functionality

 Global edge locations

 Super fast response times

 You’ll never overwhelm it
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Simple Storage Service (S3)

Just serves static files.

 No file size limitation or limit to the number of files.

 Files are protected by default (not publicly accessible).

 Lifecycle policies (automatic file deletion after X days).

 Multiple storage classes.

 You can work with files through a number of means:

 AWS web interface

 Windows, Mac, Linux GUI clients

 Server CLI clients

 WordPress plugins
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S3 usage scenarios

Anything you want to take a load off of your server:

 Images, PDFs, movies

 Common location for CSS, JS files

 Site backups

 Host an entire static website
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How much does it cost?

Real world usage of Amazon S3 at Winshuttle in February 2016.

 Storage 632 GB

 GET requests 73,600

 Bandwidth n/a

$ 19.05 /mo

$ 18.96

$ 0.07

$ 0.00
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Add S3 service

Excellent guides here https://aws.amazon.com/start-now/

S3 guide https://aws.amazon.com/getting-started/backup-files-to-amazon-s3/

1. From AWS dashboard, select S3.

2. Create a bucket.

3. Upload files.

4. Inspect the file to learn its publicly accessible URL. (  Files aren't publicly accessible by default)←

5. Provisioning is immediate.

https://aws.amazon.com/start-now/
https://aws.amazon.com/getting-started/backup-files-to-amazon-s3/
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Buckets  (Mrs. Bucket!  …It’s pronounced Bouquet)

Buckets hold files and folders in S3.

Bucket names:
 Shouldn’t change.

 Are part of a global AWS namespace.

Buckets can be located in different AWS regions.
 Pick the one closest to you and your users.

 US East, US West, Europe, Asia, South America.
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S3 bucket public read policy

{

  "Version":"2008-10-17",

  "Statement":[{

    "Sid":"AllowPublicRead",

        "Effect":"Allow",

      "Principal": {

            "AWS": "*"

         },

      "Action":["s3:GetObject"],

      "Resource":["arn:aws:s3:::BUCKET-NAME-GOES-HERE/*"

      ]

    }

  ]

}

By default, files in S3 are 
not publicly accessible.

This bucket policy makes 
all files in a bucket 
publicly readable.

Learn more at:
 
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev
/example-bucket-policies.html

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/example-bucket-policies.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/example-bucket-policies.html
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CloudFront (CF)

Amazon’s CDN.

Built for speed, CF is much faster at delivering files than S3.
 S3 provides a single path to a given file, it’s possible to overwhelm it.

 CF provides multiple, load-balanced, globally-distributed paths to a given file.

You don't load files into CF.
 You point CF at an origin source and it will retrieve files upon request.

 Origins can be websites or S3 buckets.

 File copies are eventually removed from CF (depending on caching headers or values you set).
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CF usage scenarios

Anything subject to heavy traffic that changes infrequently.

Images, CSS, JS files
 Images in email signatures

 Banner images on landing pages with heavy traffic

 Common site CSS and JS includes

Avoid hosting PDFs and movies through CF.
 Manually purging items from the cache costs money.

 Easy to cache-bust CSS and JS, harder to get it to work for user files like PDFs.
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How much does it cost?

Real world usage of Amazon CloudFront at Winshuttle in February 2016.

 GET requests 1,300,000

 Bandwidth 41 GB

 Storage n/a

$ 5.21 /mo

$ 1.25

$ 3.96

$ 0.00
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Add CF service

 CF guide http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/GettingStarted.html

1. From AWS dashboard, select CloudFront.

2. Create a distribution.

3. Point the distribution origin at an S3 bucket or a website.

4. Select distribution availability regions.

1. $$$ Global

2. $$ US, Europe, Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore, Japan, India

3. $ US, Europe

5. Provisioning takes about 10-30 minutes.

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/GettingStarted.html
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CF cache busting tips

It takes time and costs money to ask CF to purge cached items.

Images: Use a new image filename each time the image changes.
 banner-20160515.jpg

 banner-20160516.jpg

CSS, JS: Use a URL parameter to fetch a new copy (can use file modification date).
 style.css?201605150415

 style.css?201605160937

 Ensure that you enable “Forward Query Strings” to enable this behavior
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CDN in WordPress

Check out CDN Linker:
https://github.com/wmark/CDN-Linker

This plugin rewrites the URLs to 
images, CSS, and JS files on your 
site to the CDN URL.

https://github.com/wmark/CDN-Linker


T H X
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